
In   many   countries   children are   engaged   in some kind of paid work some 
people regard this as completely wrong, while others consider it as valuable   
work experience, important for learning and taking responsibility what are your 
opinion on this?

Today ,  life has become harder than ever before., people who cannot afford their 
life expenses  lifes   on some occasions send their children to work. In some cases,   
children of families who have lost their bread winner and have no other choice 
but start working in early ages.

Nowadays, people are internationally encouraging their children to do some 
works and get money for their daily needs. They are working in the restaurant as 
winterwaiters, serving serves in a shop instead of going to the school and getting 
some knowledge. Though there is a massive development in technology, 
awareness in the society, there are some children who are completely unaware of 
their surroundings things and events which are happening.

However , the circumstance of a family makes their children’s work for money 
which brings food to their family by working at an the early age children will come 
to know about many things for instance ,the responsibility of a family ,the value 
of money and work experience which makes them tackle and any kind of 
situation.

From my point of view,personally, I do not agree with children’s working, they 
should solely focus on their education although in conditions that schools are 
closed for long periods, for example summer holidays, they could help their 
fathers in their jobs or they might start a career to learn a practical skills.

In conclusion, it is not a good idea that about children ’s work by considering 
everythingin all the consideration, but in situations where/that schools are off 
they can only work beside their families or relatives for the sophisticated   
abilities.


